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In this paper we continue the study ([S], [9], [lo]) of central topological 
groups G. In $ 1 we study the local properties of the dual, GA. We prove 
(1.4) that the canonical map 1: GA --f Z^ is a local homeomorphism. An 
inductive argument, which uses the fact (1.2) that certain “constituents” 
of 3, are in fact covering projections, plays a major role in the proof of 
this as well as many other results throughout the paper. In $ 2 we prove 
a duality theorem (2.2) which characterizes topological group theoretic 
properties of G in terms of topological properties of GA. This theorem 
generalizes the classical results of Pontrjagin and others on abelian groups. 
$ 3 contains further results on harmonic analysis. We prove a generalized 
Fourier inversion theorem (3.3) and Poisson summation formula (3.4). 
We also give a generalization to [Z]-groups of the Wiener Tauberian 
theorem (3.8). In 0 4 we construct and study examples of [Z]-groups 
which illustrate some of the results in the paper. 
The notation in the paper generally agrees with that of [S], with the 
following notable exception: we now use GA to denote the set of equiva- 
lence classes of continuous irreducible unitary representations of G. As 
usual, of course, G always denotes a locally compact group, and 2 (or 
Z(G)) its center. If f is any mapping defined on G, and S is a subset of G, 
we denote the restriction of f to S by fs. 
$ 1. LOCAL PROPERTIES OF THE DUAL 
In the present study of [Qgroups an inductive argument very often 
plays a significant role, and the inductive step can in some instances 
be isolated so as to clarify this role. We shall therefore begin our dis- 
cussion with the inductive step, that is, with the case of a [Z]-group G 
containing a normal subgroup H of prime index p. The entire discussion 
through (1.2) will be assumed to deal with this situation. 
For the most elementary facts we need assume at first only that G 
is a locally compact group whose continuous irreducible unitary repre- 
sentations are all finite-dimensional. We shall show that GA and HA divide 
naturally into corresponding disjoint subsets, consisting in the c&Be of 
1) Research partially supported by National Science Foundation grants GP-21330, 
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G” of (I) : irreducible representations of G which restrict irreducibly to H ; 
and (II) : irreducible representations of G which are induced by irreducible 
representations of H. The basis for our analysis is of course Clifford’s 
theorem 1) [3, (49.2)], h’ h w ic asserts that if Q E GA then the restriction @H 
is a multiple of the direct sum @ oz (taken over the distinct conjugates 
of a), where (r is a fixed (but arbitrary) element of HA contained in @H. 
Since the stability group S(a) of any u E HA must satisfy G 2 S(o) > H, 
and since [G: H] is prime, it follows that either (I)‘: S(o) =G, and @H 
is simply a multiple of o; or (II)‘: s(u) = H, and @H is a multiple of @ uz 
(2 E G/H). 
Suppose first that u is any element of HA such that S(u) = G. Then u 
extends to a continuous cocycle representation of G (see [17, Theorem 8.21) 
obtained from an element of H2(Z,, T). Now any central cyclic extension 
of T must be abelian and therefore split (since T is injective in the category 
of locally compact abelian groups), so H2(Zp, T) = 0. Thus u actually 
extends to an ordinary (irreducible) unitary representation t of G. More- 
over, if Xy, . . . . X; are the p distinct linear characters of G/H lifted to G, 
then {x: @z, . . . . X; @ r} is the full set of extensions (or, more properly, 
of equivalence classes of extensions) of u. In fact, we can observe first 
that these representations are mutually inequivalent. Since (G/H)^ is a 
group, to establish this assertion it clearly suffices to show that x E (G/H)* 
and X- @I t g t imply x y = 1. Let x7 denote the character of z; then 
X-(Z) x1(%) =x&), so x,(z)=O whenever X’(Z) ~1. Now X”(Z) cannot 
equal 1, for any x 4 H, unless X- 3 1; for otherwise X” takes a generator 
of G/H onto 1, and consequently X” is identically 1. Thus we may assume 
that xN(x) #l for each x $ H, so xr vanishes off H. In this case t must 
in fact be the induced representation u o; for the character of UG is given by 
Xo” (t) = [G: HI-1 [H(t) 2 X&k+) 
~rala 
(where [H denotes the characteristic function of H), and the invariance 
of u therefore implies that W = [H X0 = 5~x1 =Xx. But this contradicts the 
fact that u = ZH is irreducible, and we therefore conclude that X- E 1. 
Thus the r, representations xi” @ t are mutually inequivalent ; clearly each 
one restricts to u, and therefore by the Frobenius reciprocity theorem 
[3, (38.8)1 uG must contain @,“,, ~$7 @ t. Comparison of degrees shows 
that this containment is actually equality. Therefore, again by the 
Frobenius reciprocity theorem, any Q E GA which restricts to u, or which 
even has u as an irreducible component of its restriction to H, must be 
of the form X* @ z, for some X E (G/H)+‘. In particular, if Q E GA and @H 
1) The results concerning Clifford’s theorem and the Frobenius Reciprocity 
Theorem are most often stated in the literature either for f&rite groups and finite- 
dimensional representations or for separable locally compact groups. Nevertheless, 
in the context with which we are concerned here and below, that is, with finite- 
dimensional representations and subgroups of finite index, all the theorems are 
true just as in the case of finite groups. 
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is a multiple of some u E HA, then the above analysis shows that in fact 
eH = r~. Thus the multiple in condition (I)’ is exactly 1. 
Consider, on the other hand, a u E HA such that S(a) = H; then UC is 
irreducible. If 0 is a component of the restriction ,oH of some e E GA, 
then e is contained in uo and therefore equals uo. It follows that the 
multiple in condition (II)’ is also exactly 1. Let us define (G-)1= {e E GA: 
eH is irreducible}, (GA),= {e E GA: e =a@ for some u E H^). Also, let 
(H^)I= {u E HA: S(u)=G}, (H^)II={u E HA: S(u)=H}. Finally, let x*: 
(GA)1 -+ (HA)1 be the restriction e I+ PH. The above discussion can then 
be summed up, in a slightly different formulation, in the following lemma. 
(1.1) LEMMA: GA is the disjoint union of (GA)1 and (GA)11 ; HA is the 
disjoint union of (HA)1 and (H^)Iz. Moreover, we have: 
(I) : If u E HA, then u E (H^)z if and only if u=eH for some e E (a*)~. 
In this case all the extensions of u are of the form X’ @ e, for x E (G/H)-. 
The action of (G/H)^ on (GA)1 via (x, e) I+ X- @ e is fixed point free, 
and the surjective map x*: (GA)1 -+ (HA)1 induces a bijection of the orbit 
space (GA)z/(G/H)^ onto (H^)z. 
(II) : If u E HA, then u E (H^)zz if and only if UC is irreducible. More- 
over, for e E GA, e E (G”)zz if and only if eH= @ ux (k E G/H), and this 
is the case if and only if x,(t) 3 0 for t E G-H. 
Suppose now in addition that G is a [Z]-group. In this case GA can be 
equipped with a naturally defined locally compact Hausdorff topology, 
described as follows (see [8, Theorem (S.S)]). GA is in bijective corre- 
spondence with the set of normalized characters Z(G) = {d;’ xp : e E GA}, 
and therefore the topology on the latter, defined by uniform convergence 
on compacta of G, can be transported to the former. Moreover, since 
the degree function e --t dp of G* + Z+ is continuous, this topology ooin- 
tides with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta for the 
unnormalized characters (2, : e E GA}. Finally, in view of [19, (5.11) and 
(5.12)], this topology on GA also coincides with the Fell topology. 
In order to tie in the topological considerations with our decomposition 
of GA and HA, we introduce, aa in [19], the set P(H) 1). Z&G(H) consists 
of the non-zero extreme points in the set of continuous, positive definite 
functions v on H which are G-invariant (p(h) = q(h) for all F, E H, 5 E G, 
where p(h) = ~(z~+)) and satisfy v( 1) Q 1. 3F(H) is a locally compact 
Hausdorff space in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta 
of H [19, Corollary 4.21. Both GA and HA map surjectively onto ZG(H). 
In fact, if e EGA, let ye=&’ XQ, and let x(e)= (P)p)H be the restriction 
to H. Then by [19, Proposition 2.91 x is a continuous map of G^ onto P(H), 
1) The notation here is slightly different from that in [ 191. We remark that in 
view of [ 19, Theorem 6.8] one could also work with the orbit space HA/U, replacing 
3?(H). However, it would be difficult to prove directly, without using SQ(H), 
that x is a continuous map. It thus seems that although we are dealing only with 
[Z]-groups, the theory of [Z]-groups does not auf&e to prove all the desired results. 
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On the other hand, for CT E HA, let n(a)=p-1 2 (yn)” (B E G/H), where 
vO=dT1 x0. Then by [19, Theorem 5.81 7~ is a continuous, open, closed, 
and proper mapping (that is, the inverse image of compact sets is compact) 
of HA onto 3?(H). 
Now, let P(H)1 = Zo(H) n X(H), and let XG(H)U= 3?(H) - P(H)I. 
Then X-l(P(H)r) is just the set of ,CJ E (GA), such that (&)H is the character 
of an irreducible representation of H; thus X-l(Zo(H)l) is exactly (GA)l. 
Since x is surjective, it follows that x((GA)I)= Z’J(Q, and x((Gl)zz)= 
3P(H)zz. Similarly, n-1( ZG(H)z) is just the set of CT E HA such that 
p-1 C (quip is a normalized character of H. But normalized characters 
cannot be expressed as proper convex combinations of the above type, 
so this must imply (q,)“= q0 for all s E G. Thus TC-l(iXG(H)z) = (H&)1; again 
it follows that n((H^)z) = 3F(H) I and n((H^)zz) = ?P(H)II. Thus the diagram 
of maps 
decomposes into the two commutative diagrams 
w\ X* y’ 
xGWh 
and 
(z* is the map (T I-+ ao). We note that zz and xzz are bijections. In fact, 
if e E (H^)z, then n(o) = v,,, since u is G-invariant; thus ~1 is simply the 
map sending a representation to its normalized character. Similarly, if 
Q E (GA),, then xe E 0 off H, and therefore the restriction map xzz is 
injective. We can now state 
(1.2) PROPOSITION : Let G be a [Z]-group. The sets (GA), and (G^)zI 
are complementary open and closed subsets of GA; similarly, (HA)1 and 
(HA)11 are complementary open and closed subsets of HA. The maps 
x : G” --f P(H), ZZ: HA + 3F(H) are open, closed, and proper surjections ; 
~1 and xzz are homeomorphisms. x * : (GA)1 --f (HA)1 is a covering projection 
(in the sense of [25]) and the fiber over each point is (G/H)^. 
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PROOF: (GA)1 is characterized by the condition “&)H is the character 
of an irreducible representation of H,” and therefore, equivalently, by 
the condition “& satisfies the character formula on H” (see [8, Theorem 
(1.5)]). Since this last condition is clearly preserved under uniform con- 
vergence on compacta, it follows that (GA)1 is closed. Similarly, it follows 
that (GA),, characterized by the condition “& 2 0 off H,” is closed in GA. 
This establishes the first assertion. We have already remarked that z 
is a continuous, open, closed, and proper surjection [19, Theorem 5.81, 
and similarly, that x is a continuous surjection. Now the one-point com- 
pactifications of GA and 3Y(H) can be identified with the subsets Z(G) u 
(0) C L,(G) and 3?‘(H) u (0) CL,(H) respectively ([19, Corollary 4.21). 
It follows immediately that x extends to a continuous map “at infinity.” 
Therefore it is also a closed and proper map onto 3?(H) (see [2a, ch. 1, 
5 10.31). But this implies that ZIY(H)Z=X((G~)Z) and B’(H)zz=x((G~)zz) 
are closed subsets of XG(H), and thus that (H^)I=~-~(ZG(H)I) and 
(H”)zz =n-l(iW(H) 11 are closed in HA. Moreover, xzz and nz are clearly ) 
homeomorphisms, since we have already remarked that they are bijections. 
Now, since x maps the open subset (GA), homeomorphically onto an 
open subset of P(H), in order to show that x is an open mapping it will 
suffice to show that x maps open subsets of (GA)1 onto open subsets of 
XG(H)z. Since a covering projection is an open mapping, the proof of the 
proposition will be complete when we establish the last assertion. Now 
x* can be regarded as the projection of (G^)z onto its orbit space under 
the action of (G/H)& ( see Lemma (1.1)) ; since x* is continuous and closed, 
the topology on (HA)1 is the quotient topology. Thus (G/H)& is a finite 
group acting fixed point free on the Hausdorff space (G”)z, with orbit 
space (H^)z. If lI is an open neighborhood in (GA)1 such that (x” @ U) n 
n ((x’)” 8 U) #+ implies x E X’ (x, X’ E (G/H)^), then X,(U) is an open 
neighborhood in (HA)1 which is evenly covered, and neighborhoods of 
this form cover (HA)1 (see [25, Theorem (2.6.7)]). 
For later use we record here an elementary lemma. 
(1.3) LEMMA : Let G be any locally compact group of the form G = KH, 
where K is a compact subgroup and H any closed subgroup. Then every 
compact subset C of G is contained in a set of the form KF, where F 
is a compact set in H. 
PROOF : Since K is compact the Second Isomorphism Theorem shows 
that the restriction to H of the canonical surjection Z: G --f G/K is open. 
This implies that if U is open in H then KU is open in G. Since the sets 
KU, as U varies over the compact neighborhoods in H, cover G, there 
is a finite family { Ut} such that C C Ur KUg = K(Ua Ug) = KF, where F 
is compact in H. 
We have defined in [lo, section 61, a canonical map A=&: GA + ZA, 
which to each irreducible representation 9 of G assigns the linear character 
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of 2=2(G) obtained by restriction (here, as always in this paper, 2 will 
denote the center of G). We know that 2 is a surjection [lo, Theorem 5.51 
if G is a [Z]-group. The following theorem, which gives further properties 
of 2, plays an important role in the study of the dual spaces of [Z]-groups. 
(1.4) THEOREM : Let G be a [Z]-group. The canonical map iz: GA + Z^ 
is a local homeomorphism. In particular, a is an open map. 
PROOF: We first show that 1 is locally injective. In fact, write G = UZ 
as in [lo], with 77 a compact neighborhood of 1, fix eo E GA, and let 
‘83 = ‘@( U, eo, 4) be the neighborhood of eo defined by: e E %3 iff 11~~ - 
-x,,~~vK~. If el, ez E %3, then IIx~,--x~Ju< 1. Suppose that A(el) =x=&); 
then if x E G, X=UZ with ZL E U and z E Z, and X,,(z) =X,,(U)X(Z) (i= 1, 2) ; 
since IxI= 1 it follows that II&,, -x~~IIG< 1. Thus el=e2 (as in, [S, Theorem 
5.11) and 3, is injective on ‘!8. 
Since 1 is locally injective it clearly suffices to prove that 3, is open. 
We shall do this by using an inductive procedure which we now describe. 
By the structure theorem [9, Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 21, G= V’ x M 
(direct product) where M 1 K, K a compact open normal subgroup of M 
containing (G’)-. It follows that KZ is a normal subgroup of G with finite 
index, and with an abelian quotient G/(KZ). As a finite abelian group 
G/(KZ) has a composition series whose successive quotients are cyclic 
of prime order. By lifting this composition series back up to G we get 
a finite chain of normal subgroups of G containing KZ, and with successive 
quotients cyclic of prime order. The proof of the theorem will be given 
by induction on the length r of this chain. 
We deal first with the case r = 0, that is, G= KZ with K a compact 
subgroup. Let C be a compact set in G, and e, eo E G^. Then C C KF 
(as in (1.3)) and 
11%~ - %e,lk iI& - %eOIIKF .: 
= sup I&@)Xe(~) -&&)X&)l 
PGP.kCK 
<sup Ijlp(Z)Xq(k)-~(Z)XqO(k)l +sup I%(z)X,,(k)-~~(z)X,,(k)l 
Now ll&ll~= 1 and IIXpo(lx~I~Xpoll~=dp,. Hence if & -+ A,, uniformly on 
compacta of Z, and e E 2B(K, eo, Q), then xQ -+ x,,, uniformly on C (since, 
M in [8, Theorem 5.11, ll&,-~~Jlx actually equals 0). Thus 1 is a local 
homeomorphism in this case. 
Assume now that the theorem holds for all [Z] groups which have a 
normal chain of the type described above of length less than r, and 
suppose G = GO Z Gl S . . . > 4= KZ, with Gt/Gt+l cyclic of prime order 
(i=O, ..*, r- 1). If H=Gl, then H is a [Z]-group and Z = Z(G) C Z(H), 
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so that the inductive hypothesis applies to H. Thus the map 1~: HA --f 
Z(H)^ is open, and since the restriction homomorphism i*: Z(H)^ + Z^ 
is open (by standard duality theory for locally compact abelian groups), 
the composition 1: = i* o b : HA + ZA is open. We recall now the space 
XG( H) defined in the discussion preceding Proposition (1.2). It follows 
from the G-character formula [19, Proposition 4.41 that the restriction 
to Z(G) of any v E P(H) is a linear character of Z(G). If we denote the 
map 47 I-+ YZ of F(H) + Z* by 7, we have the following commutative 
diagram 
Now Ai is open, by hypothesis, and x is a continuous surjection (1.2), 
so q is an open map. But x is an open map (1.2), so we conclude that 
& is also an open map, and thus the theorem is proven. 
The following corollary answers a question posed to one of the authors 
by I. Schochetman. We remark that the answer can also be seen from 
an analysis of the Plancherel measure (see [8, (4.~31). 
(1.5) COROLLARY: Let G be a [Q-group. Then G is non-compact if 
and only if for some x E ZA the fiber A-l(x) is nowhere dense. In this case 
A-l(x) is nowhere dense for all x E Z’. 
PROOF: Since iz is an open continuous map, A-~(X) has non-empty 
interior if and only if {x) has non-empty interior. This, of course, occurs 
(for one x or for all X) if and only if 2” is discrete, hence if and only if 2, 
and therefore G, are compact. 
The preceding theory of course depends heavily on the theory of in- 
duced representations, as well as the fact, proved in [lo], that each 
irreducible continuous unitary representation of a [Z]-group G is finite- 
dimensional. One can, however, give an independent proof of this fact, 
using the structure theory for [Z]-groups together with well-known general 
results about unitary representations; in fact, by a similar application 
of the Mackey procedure one can get an estimate on the degree of the 
irreducible representations of G. Before dealing with this, however, we 
give an elementary lemma whose full strength will not be needed until 
somewhat later. 
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(1.6) LEMMA: (i) Let G be a [Z]-group of the form G= KZ, where 
K is a compact subgroup. Then G is topologically isomorphic to a quotient 
of the direct product K x 2. Moreover, GA is (homeomorphic to) an open 
and closed subset of KA x ZA. 
(ii) In fact, if M is a [Z]-group, and N is a compact normal subgroup, 
then (M/N)^ is (homeomorphic to) an open and closed subset of iV^. 
PROOF: (i) T p o rove the first statement it clearly suffices to show 
that the continuous epimorphism v: K x 2 --f G, q~(k, z) =kz, is open (the 
map is in fact a homomorphism since kz=z?c). Thus it suffices to show 
that the image of any open rectangle U x V C K x 2 is open, where we 
may assume that V has compact closure. For this, consider the compactly 
generated subgroup Z* generated by V-. Z* is open, so KZ* is open in G, 
by the argument of Lemma (1.3) ; on the other hand the restriction of 
C+J to a map of K x Z* onto KZ* is open, by the open mapping theorem 
(since K x Z* is obviously o-compact). Thus UV is open in G, and 9 is 
an open map. The last statement of (i) follows from (ii) (let M = K x 2, 
and iV= ker v). 
(ii) If e E MA, then Q E (M/N)^ ‘f 1 and only if xe t o$ on N. Since 
this condition is preserved under uniform convergence on compacta (in 
fact, even under pointwise convergence), (M/N)* is closed in MA. On the 
other hand, if ~0 E (M/N)^ and ll~~-~~~ll~~ 1, then &)N = (&,)N = de0 
(by [8, Theorem 5.11) so e E (M/N)^. Thus (N/iV)^ is open. 
(1.7) PROPOSITION: Let G be a [Z]-group, and G= V x M, where M 
contains a compact open normal subgroup K, as in the structure theorem. 
If e E GA, then there is a u E K* such that de 1 [G: KZ] da. 
PROOF: Observe fist that KZ, as a factor group of K x 2, has only 
finite-dimensional irreducible representations; in fact, each e E (KZ)” is 
of the form e = cr @I X, with IS E KA and x E 27, so de = d,. Moreover, [G : KZ] 
is finite, so by [18] every e E GA is finite-dimensional. We prove the divisi- 
bility relation by induction on the length r of the composition series in 
the abelian group G/(KZ), as in (1.4). In case r = 0, that is, G = KZ, then 
the above evidently implies that dQ 1 [G: KZ] do. Now let H be an open 
subgroup of G, containing KZ, such that [G: H] =p, a prime. If e E GA, 
then (1.1) shows that either e restricts irreducibly to a t E HA, hence 
(E,=&, or e=to for some ZE HA, hence dp=p&. In either case dQ 1 [G: 
HI&. Since by induction we may assume d, 1 [H: KZ] do for some (T E KA, 
the result follows. 
0 2. A DUALITY THEOREM 
In this section we prove a duality theorem, in the form of a dictionary, 
which describes topological group theoretic properties of the [Z]-group 
G in terms of topological properties of its dual, GA. The correspondences 
listed below generalize and extend the classical Pontrjagin correspondences 
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for abelian groups (and the proofs depend on the abelian theory). Some 
results of an analogous nature have been obtained by E. KANIUTH [13] 
for discrete groups. Recently a duality theory has been formulated for 
general locally compact groups (see [4], [26], [27], as well as [12]); how- 
ever, correspondences such as those listed below cannot fall within the 
scope of this theory. 
(2.1) LEMMA: Let G be a locally compact group, and H a closed 
normal subgroup. Then G is (1) first countable, (2) second countable, 
or (3) o-compact if and only if both H and G/H have the same property. 
Moreover, G satisfies (2) if and only if it satisfies (3) and (1). 
PROOF : (1) If G is first countable then, evidently, so are H and G/H. 
Conversely, let (Wt> be a countable neighborhood basis for the identity 
in G/H, and (Vj} a countable family of neighborhoods of 1 in G such that 
{ Vj n H} is a countable neighborhood basis at the identity in H. Then 
{Vj n n-l(wf): i, j= 1, 2, . ..} is a countable family of neighborhoods of 
1 in G (where 76: G -+ G/H is the canonical projection). Moreover, 
nt,j Vj n n--1( Wg) = (1). Call this countable family (U,}. Let UO be a fixed 
compact neighborhood of 1 in G. Replacing, if necessary, U, by U, n UO, 
we may assume that U, C UO; by local compactness we may evidently 
also assume that n Ui = (1) ; finally, by considering finite intersections, 
we may assume that the Un's are nested. Now, if U is any neighborhood 
of 1 in G, UC UO, then U; C U for some n. For otherwise .!I; n ( UO- U) 
is non-empty for each n, so the family {UC n (Uo - U)} of closed sets 
in the compact space U, has the finite intersection property. But the 
complete intersection of these sets is empty, which contradicts the com- 
pactness of UO. 
(3) Clearly if G is o-compact then so are H and G/H. Conversely, 
suppose H, G/H are o-compact. If K is a compact set, in G/H then by 
local compactness there is a compact set C in G such that n(C)=K. 
Since rl(K) = CH, and H is a-compact, it, follows that, n-l(K) is a-compact. 
Therefore if G/H is a-compact then so is G. 
We show next that for any locally compact, group G, conditions (3) 
and (1) together are equivalent to (2). In fact, if G is second countable 
it is certainly first countable, and by local compactness it, is a-compact. 
Conversely, if G is first countable then it is metrizable ; if in addition G 
is the countable union of compact metrizable subspaces, then each of 
these subspaces, hence also G, has a countable dense subset,. As a separable 
metric space G is second countable. This proves the last statement. 
Moreover, in view of the above, this shows that G is second countable 
if and only if both H and G/H are second countable. 
(2.2) LEMMA: Let G be a [Q-group, and Q E GA. Then &, the con- 
nected component of Q in GA, is the equivalence class defined by the 
equivalence relation (&)P = (x,)P. where P is the periodic subgroup of G. 
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In particular, 61, the connected component of the trivial representation, 
equals (G/P)*. 
PROOF : For any closed normal subgroup N of G, let BQ,~ = {CJ E GA: 
(x,)N = &)N}; then we must show that %$,,P=&. Now if G/N is abelian, 
then it follows from a result of KANIUTH and SCHLICHTINCJ [15] that 
Q,,N = {CX @ Q : 01 e (G/N)^>. In particular, SgQ,p is the image of (G/P)” under 
the continuous map 01--f (Y @ Q of (G/P)^ -+ GA (since G/P is abelian 
[9, Theorem 5.41). But G/P is an aperiodic abelian group, so by abelian 
group theory [21, p. 2771 (G/P)* is connected, and thus Q,,p is connected. 
Therefore %@,P C &. To establish the reverse inclusion, suppose K is any 
compact normal subgroup of G. Then %&,x is clearly a closed subset of GA, 
and it is also open; in fact, if CT E GA and ])x~-&,/~K< 1, then (&)x = &)x 
by [8, Theorem 5.11. Therefore C& _C 5&,x for each compact normal sub- 
group K of G. Since P is the union of such subgroups K, CTe C Sge,p. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK : It follows from the result in [15] together with (2.2) that, 
in fact, the components in GA can also be described by the equivalence 
relation (dg’&)p= (&‘x~)P. Also we note explicitly that the component 
&, is thus the orbit of Q under the action of (G/P)* on GA given by 
b, e) t-+ a 63 e. 
We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section. For con- 
venience we make a preliminary definition, following PONTRJAGIN [21]. 
If G is a locally compact group, we say G has property (L), or is an (L)- 
group, if each compact subset C of G is contained in a compactly generated, 
open, normal subgroup H such that G/H is torsion free. 
(2.3) THEOREM: Let G be a [Z]-group. Then G is 
(1) first countable (6) discrete 
(2) second countable (7) periodic 
(3) u-compact (8) aperiodic 
(4) compactly generated (9) has finite periodic subgroup 
(5) compact (10) an @)-group 
if and only if the dual space GA is 
(1’) a-compact 
(2’) separable metrizable 
(3’) first countable 
(4’) locally Euclidean 
(5’) discrete 
(6’) compact 
(7’) totally disconnected 
03’) connected 
(9’) has finitely many connected components 
(10’) locally connected. 
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PROOF: (1) If G A is o-compact then so is Z*, since I: G^ --+ Z* is 
continuous and surjective [lo]. It follows from the abelian theory [22, 
ch. 4, 0 2.31 that 2 is then first countable. Now n-1( 1) = (G/Z)A is discrete, 
and GA is u-compact, so A-l(l) is countable. By the Peter-Weyl Theorem 
it follows that La(G/Z) is separable, so G/Z is second countable, and in 
particular first countable. It then follows from (2.1) that G is first countable. 
Conversely, suppose G is first countable. If G is of the form K x 2, 
where K is compact, then K and 2 are first countable. Hence by abelian 
theory Z^ is o-compact [22, ch. 4,s 2.31; also K is then compact metrizable, 
hence separable, so KA is countable. It follows that GA= KA x ZA is CY- 
compact, and thus the result holds if G = K x 2. If G is of the form KZ, 
no longer necessarily a direct product, then G is a quotient group of K x Z 
(lemma (1.6)) and therefore GA is a closed subset of KA x Z^. Thus in 
this case also, first countability of G implies a-compactness for G^. As 
in the proof of (1.4), we complete the present proof by induction on the 
length T of the normal series G = GO 2 Gi 1 . . . 3 G,= KZ, where K is the 
compact subgroup given by the structure theorem. We have just dealt 
with the case r = 0, that is, G = KZ ; we may therefore assume that we 
are dealing with the inductive step, that is, G contains a normal subgroup 
H of prime index, such that the assertion holds for H. Thus HA is u- 
compact (since H is first countable). Since n: HA --f P(H) is a continuous 
surjection (1.2) it follows that P(H) is o-compact. Finally, since x: 
GA -+ 3?(H) is a proper mapping (1.2), it follows that GA is also cr-compact. 
(3) Assume GA is first countable. Since Z^ is locally homeomorphic 
to G* (1.4), Z* is first countable, and therefore 2 is o-compact. Since by 
definition G/Z is compact, it follows from (2.1) that G is a-compact. The 
converse follows by reversing the argument. 
(2) If GA is separable and metrizable then it is first countable and 
u-compact hence by (1) and (3) G is a-compact and first countable. 
It follows from (2.1) that G is second countable. Conversely, suppose 
G is second countable. An argument virtually identical to that in the 
proof of (1) shows that it is enough to deal with the inductive step. 
Thus we may assume G contains a normal subgroup H of prime index, 
and that HA is separable and metrizable. Now a second countable locally 
compact Hausdorff space is metrizable [2a, ch. 9, Q 2.9, Cor. of Prop. 161 
and separable, so it suffices to prove that GA is second countable. Now 
7~: HA + F(H) is a continuous open surjective mapping, so the image 
of a countable basis for the topology of HA is a countable basis for the 
topology of P(H). Thus C(H) is second countable, hence so are XG(H)r 
and P(H)II (see (1.2)). S ince XII: (GA), + IG(H)II is a homeomorphism, 
it follows that the open subset (G-)11 of GA is second countable. Moreover, 
x* : (GA)1 + (HA)1 is a covering projection with finite fiber. If V is any 
evenly covered open neighborhood in (H^)r, then x;l( V) is an open second 
countable subspace of (GA)1 (being the finite union of open sets homeo- 
morphic with V). Since by the Lindelof property (HA)1 can be written 
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as the countable union of evenly covered open neighborhoods, it follows 
that (G)z is the countable union of open second countable subspaces, 
and therefore is itself second countable. Finally, since (GA)1 and (GA), 
are open, GA is second countable. 
(4) If G is compactly generated then 2 is also compactly generated, 
since G/Z is compact (see [2b, ch. 7, 5 3.2, Lemma 31). By abelian theory 
[20, Corollary 1 of Theorem 2.51 it follows that Z^ is locally Euclidean. 
Since 1: GA + ZA is a local homeomorphism, it follows that GA is locally 
Euclidean. The converse follows by reversing the argument, and using 
the fact that G = UZ, as in [lo]. 
(5) 1) If G is compact it is well-known, and follows from [8, Theorem 
5.11 that G* is discrete. Conversely, if GA is discrete, or if GA has even one 
isolated point, then G is compact (for example, by (1.5)). 
(6) If GA is compact then so is the maximal ideal space $X(&51)) of 
the center of .,%1(G) [8, Theorem (6.6)], and therefore B(L1) has an identity f 
[23, (3.6.6)]. We show that f is an identity for hi(G). In fact, if h I+ h’ 
is the Gelfand transform on &Li) (after identifying GA with the maximal 
ideal space of a(.&)) then T&J) =k’(~)l for Q E G”, h E B(Li) [8, section 61. 
Therefore TV =I for all Q E GA, so if g E Li(G) is arbitrary, then 
Tf,&) = Z’&)!P&) = T&J). By the Gelfand-Raikov theorem, f kg = g. Since 
D(G) has an identity, G is discrete. The converse is clear. 
(7) If G is periodic, then by (2.2) each component of G” is a point, 
so GA is totally disconnected. Conversely, if GA is totally disconnected, 
then (Xi = (l}= (G/P)^, so G= P. 
(8) If G is aperiodic, then &$i = GA by the remark following (2.2), so 
GA is connected. Conversely, if GA is connected, then GA = (G/P)*, so each 
irreducible representation of G is trivial on P. By the Gelfand-Raikov 
theorem, P = (1). We notice, incidentally, that (8) (or (8’)) implies G abelian. 
(9) If P is finite, then PZ has representations of bounded degree, 
hence so does G [18], since [G: PZ] is finite. If e E c^, then QP is determined 
by the (orbit of) irreducibles it contains and by its degree. Since both 
these parameters range only over finite sets, it follows from (2.2) that 
GA has only finitely many components. Conversely, if GA has only finitely 
many components, then each is open. Therefore (G/P)* is open in GA, 
so since P3 (G')-, (G/(G')-/P/(G')-) A is open in (G/(G’)-)^. Thus by abelian 
theory P/(G')- is compact, hence P is compact. Now each irreducible 
of P is a component of the restriction to P of some irreducible of G 
[lo, Theorem 5.11. Since there are only finitely many such inequivalent 
restrictions, and each is finite-dimensional, PA is finite and therefore so is P. 
REMARK: Since the connected component &:1 of 1 in GA equals (G/P)^, 
for G a [Z]-group, we actually have a somewhat stronger statement than 
1) This result has been generalized to [FI.4]; groups by E. KANIUTH [14] 
and R. MOSAK [ 191, and to more general locally compact groups by L. BAUGEX-F [l] 
and J. LIUKKONEN [IS]. 
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(7). In fact, the following are equivalent: G is periodic; GA is totally 
disconnected; 61 is trivial. In view of the above, to prove this we need 
only show that &5:1 trivial implies G = P. But (Xi trivial implies (G/P)^ is 
trivial, and by the Gelfand-Raikov theorem this implies G = P. 
(10) Suppose first that G has property (L), and let k’ be a compact 
set in 2. Let U be a compact neighborhood of the identity in G, such 
that G= UZ, as in [lo]. Then UP is a compact set in G, so by hypothesis 
there exists a compactly generated open normal subgroup H of G such 
that H I UP, and such that G/H is torsion free. Then H n Z is clearly 
an open subgroup of Z containing F. Moreover, H/H n Z z HZ/Z C G/Z; 
since HZ is open and therefore closed in G, and G is a [Z]-group, it follows 
that H/H n Z is compact. Since H is compactly generated so is H n Z 
[2b, ch. 7, 5 3.2, Lemma 31. In addition, Z/H n 2 g ZH/H C G/H, so 
Z/H n 2 is torsion-free. Therefore 2 has property (L). By a result of 
FAN [5] Z^ is locally connected. Since ;Z : GA -+ Z^ is a local homeomorphism 
it follows that GA is locally connected. 
Conversely, suppose GA is locally connected. Since (G/(G’)-)A is open 
and closed in GA (see (1.6)), (G/(G’)-) * is also locally connected. It follows 
from FAN’S result [5] that G/(G’)- has property (L). Let C be a compact 
set in G, and let LY: G + G/(G’)- be the canonical epimorphism. Then the 
compact set a(C) is contained in an open compactly generated subgroup 
H/(G’)- of G/(G’)- with the property that the corresponding quotient 
group is torsion free. Since H=cl(H/(G’)-), and (G’)- is compact, H is 
an open compactly generated subgroup of G. H evidently contains 
&(&(C)) 1 C, and H 2 (G’)-, so H is normal. Finally, G/H z G/(G’)-/ 
H/(G’)-, and is therefore torsion-free. Thus G has property (L). 
REMARK : Since G^ is locally connected if and only if Z^ is locally 
connected, the above result shows that for a [Z]-group G, G has property 
(L) iff 2 has property (~5). A n independent proof of the sufficiency does 
not seem at all obvious. 
(2.4) COROLLARY: Let G be a [Q-group. If G is discrete and finitely 
generated, then GA has a finite number of components. 
PROOF : If G is finitely generated or even compactly generated, then 
P(G) is compact [9, Corollary 1 to Theorem 5.51, hence finite if G is 
discrete. The corollary then follows from (9) in the theorem. 
(To be continued) 
